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Looks like it will be down to
businesses and individuals to fill
the gap. Personally, I’m spending
all my spare time and cash
developing industrial software
applications which I consider the
ultimate appreciating, productive
asset. My hope is that Electronics
Sourcing’s readers will be doing
just the same in their area of
expertise, namely investing in
ever-better supply chains and
manufacturing environments.
This industry is packed with clever,
hardworking people. If ever there
was a time to rise up and take
the lead it is now. If the country
chooses to ignore us, I’m buying
an ice cream van and I will be
accepting vouchers.

Articles appearing in this magazine do not necessarily express the views of the Editor or the publishers. Every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of information published. No legal responsibility will be accepted by the publishers for loss arising from articles / information contained
and published. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form
without the written consent of the publishers. Cover image – ©istockphoto.com/Peshkova
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Telit’s 5G/LTE M.2 card features Sub-6 and
mmWave frequency bands with 5G, LTE,
WCDMA and GNSS support. Applications
include routers, gateways, in/outdoor CPE,
video broadcasting and surveillance. The
FN980m card is available at Rutronik UK.
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Buying into
outstanding voice

Thanks to Voice over LTE (VoLTE), the card
is designed to offer outstanding voice and
sound quality. The new Voice over New Radio
(VoNR) technology for 5G standard is currently
under evaluation. It is designed to facilitate an
almost completely distortion-free and realistic
transmission of the human voice. The Global
Navigation Satellite System receiver supports
the gpsOne Gen9 L1 band, the common
choice for commercial applications. Four
antenna connectors are available for LTE/Sub-6
GHz bands and another four connectors for
mmWave antennas.

Acal BFi has expanded its pan-European
wireless communications portfolio with the
addition of Insight SiP’s miniature off-the-shelf
wireless modules and custom solutions. The
company has developed expertise in multidie circuit miniaturisation, system-in-package
and antenna-in-package design techniques.
Claimed benefits include faster time-to-market
and simple modular integration of complex
RF elements.
Acal BFi’s European business development
director, Communications Division, Lee Austin,
said: “This territory extension is very well timed
as the requirement for wireless services and
strong technical support continues to grow.
Emerging end market applications such as IoT,
will be a significant growth engine for wireless
solutions, one that will require the support
of innovative manufacturers and technical
specialists alike. Both Acal BFi and Insight
SiP are fully committed to the continued
development of this sector to drive
innovation within both established and
emerging customers.”

The card supports Over-the-Air (OTA) firmware
updates. Size is 50 by 30 by 3.5mm, matching
the M.2 industrial form standard.

Insight SiP’s sales and marketing director,
Nick Wood, added: “The specialist support
provided by Acal BFi has been recognised
by both Insight SiP and its fast-growing
customer base. Acal BFi has already delivered
significant value to our customers within the
French territory and thus the addition of a PanEuropean agreement was a natural evolution
for this excellent European specialist.”

www.rutronik.com

www.acalbfi.com

SHORT AND LONG-TERM
PROCUREMENT
STRATEGIES
PAGE 21

PAGE 10

Reducing IoT costs

Mouser is now stocking Panasonic’s PAN1780
module. The Bluetooth Low Energy 5.0
module is designed to enable transmission
of large amounts of data in connectionless
environments, providing a compact solution
for IoT, beacon and mesh network applications.
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The module is based on the Nordic nRF52840
single-chip controller, which provides an Arm
Cortex-M4F processor core with 1Mbyte of
embedded flash memory and 256Kbytes of
internal RAM. The Nordic SoC lets engineers
use the module in standalone mode, which
eliminates the need for an external processor,
reduces cost and frees board space. The
module also features an Arm TrustZone
CryptoCell 310 security core that supports
a secure boot process and suits edge
computing applications.
The 15.6 by 8.7 by 2.0mm module offers
a space-effective solution for smart city
infrastructure, industrial mesh networks,
Industry 4 robotics and smart medical
applications.
www.mouser.com
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Voltage & Current Programmable
AC-DC Power Supplies
800W, 1500W & 3000W output power ratings

The PAE Series of programmable switch mode
power supplies can be used either as a fixed DC
output or programmed from 0-100% for both
voltage or current. Programming can be either by
resistance, voltage or digitally. Nominal output
voltage versions are 12,15,24,30,36,48 & 60VDC
Full details are available on our website, or phone or email us for
further information on these products

www.powersolve.co.uk

Tel: 44-1635-521858 Email: sales@powersolve.co.uk

N
ES News
In Brief
Demand for electric
vehicle parts
TTI has seen an upward trend
in the supply of components
to customers involved in
the design of electric and
hybrid vehicles. Despite the
automotive industry suffering
a decline in the current global
pandemic situation, the
growth of hybrid and electric
vehicles such as buses, trucks,
agricultural and off-road
vehicles has facilitated an
explosion of new products.
www.ttieurope.com
Torbay’s Hi-Tech cluster
During the pandemic, Torbaybased companies involved in
the design and development
of communications systems
have seen demand for
products ramping. The
need to ship products to
global and domestic internet
service providers, including
BT, Vodafone, Virgin Media
and more, has increased,
fuelled by the need for more
bandwidth.
epic-centre.co.uk
Manufacturing supply
chain fund
Made Smarter and UK
Research and Innovation
have launched two funding
competitions to develop
digital technologies to boost
supply chain productivity
and resilience. Businessled consortia can apply for
funding for projects up to
£1.5M to transform supply
chains to help build a more
efficient, flexible and resilient
manufacturing sector.
www.makeuk.org
Free PCB guide
Essentra Components’
updated PCB guide
addresses how to avoid
errors in landing patterns,
deal with component fit,
consider the positioning of
specialist components such
as decoupling capacitors, so
leading on to optimising the
layout of switching regulators
and concerns of blind and
buried vias.
www.essentracomponents.com

Cases get new
size options

OKW has added new small and medium
sized holders to its Style-Case range of
ergonomic handheld enclosures. The cases
suit measuring and monitoring equipment,
notably in medical and social care but also
industrial, office and household applications.
The holders enable secure storage of the
electronic devices when not in use.
Each holder has pre-moulded elongated
screw holes to speed installation and
alignment. An optional adhesive foil enables
the holder to be stuck to surfaces that
cannot be drilled, such as glass walls.
The holders are moulded from easy-to-clean,
high-gloss ASA (UL94HB) in traffic white
(RAL 9016) and black (RAL 9005). Prices
Start at £11.
Cases are available in three standard sizes:
small 123 by 48 by 24mm; medium 147
by 56 by 27mm; and large 166 by 64 by
31mm). All feature battery compartments.
Size L is also available without a battery
compartment.
Other accessories include battery clips,
sealing kits (IP65), cable strain relief clamp,
flexible cable grommet and self-tapping PBC
fixing screws.

Connect sensors
to the cloud

Arrow and Shiratech have announced IoT
Box, a multi-purpose IoT edge node and
gateway solution for connecting sensors
and actuators to the cloud. IoT Box was
developed by Arrow and Shiratech in
conjunction with STMicroelectronics.
Potential uses include air quality
monitoring, safe city/smart city, voicesensing, home appliance, smart edge node
and industrial gateway applications.
At the heart of IoT Box is Stinger96, a single
board gateway based on the 96Boards
IoT Edition specification, which is coupled
with a proprietary mezzanine board to
provide multiple wireless connectivity and
sensor options. IoT Box is battery-powered,
simplifying deployment in areas where
mains power may be inaccessible or costly
to access, and runs Linux Yocto.
www.arrow.com

www.okw.co.uk

Expanded passive
offering

Anglia Components has enhanced its range of
passive components by signing a distribution
agreement with Walsin, a manufacturer of
MLCCs and Chip Resistors.
Anglia will be supporting the full Walsin range
including capacitors, resistors, inductors,
RF components and antenna products. The
portfolio expands the selection of passive
products available and gives customers greater
choice and flexibility, particularly when demand
outstrips supply on certain product ranges.
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Anglia’s technical director, David Pearson, said:
“Our new partnership with Walsin enhances
support with increased levels of inventory and
the choice we can now offer customers on
these key passive components. Walsin have
multiple manufacturing bases across Asia and
will help to further strengthen our supply chain
and security of inbound supplies.”
www.anglia.com

Interpower
Cords Made In the USA!
®

With 1-Week Lead-Times on North American cords, and Same Day Shipping
on in-stock North American and International cords and cord sets, Interpower
manufactures and ships cords when and where you need them. No MOQ or
Dollar Requirements, and Blanket and Scheduled Orders Available. Interpower
offers free technical support and Value-Added Options such as customisable
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Our U.S.A.-made cords soar past temporary quarantines and restrictions
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International standards, helping you design for global markets. All Interpower
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with the correct connections to the local mains power supply which helps
reduce production schedule bottlenecks. Interpower remains unaffected by
overseas quarantines. Please visit our products at www.interpower.com/ic/
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Purchasing

Digitally transformed
purchasing delivers
real-time visibility
CalcuQuote’s founder and president, Chintan Sutaria explains how a digital
thread takes the guesswork out of managing supply and demand
Real-time visibility is essential
when making supply chains
more agile and resilient to
inevitable disruptions. During
the pandemic, companies
with digital supply chains
had greater ability to adapt
to disrupted supply and
disrupted demand.
Real-time visibility can
only exist when the supply
chain, starting with CAD and
BOM data, is fully digitally
enabled. This begins with
the way data is used in the
quoting process, which is
the start of a digital thread
that connects the original
design to final fulfilment.
With that thread in place, you
can quickly see the impact
changes in supply or demand
will have and respond
immediately. Without them,
you are essentially operating
in the dark and relying,
at best, on spreadsheets,
expertise or tribal knowledge,
at worse, guessing.
This is not science fiction.
Tools to digitally transform
supply chains from bidding,
through purchasing and
beyond are available and
already being leveraged by
forward-thinking companies.
Indeed, a digital divide is
forming as companies move
ahead of their competitors
through their commitment
and investment in digital
transformation.

In a world of instant
gratification, B2B
customers don’t want to
wait for quotations, lead
times and availability.
The first stage is access to
fast bidding, the ability to
upload a bill-of-materials
(BOM) and see who has
stock, what prices are
available and which parts
may cause challenges. A
single source for certain parts
can be a major red flag, and
we move from a just-in-time
approach to a more just-incase strategy. Software, like
QuoteCQ, can quickly read a
BOM and provide live data
on pricing and availability.
Motivation is three-fold.
Firstly, get the bid done
first and you may have the
best chance of securing the
business. Secondly, realtime data from component
distributors through APIs
provides confidence demand
can be met. Finally, these
tools are more efficient,
so you can focus manual
resources on highervalue tasks, like sourcing
impossible-to-find devices.
Part two of the supply chain’s
digital transformation is
moving from the bid to
processing the order and
getting the product into
manufacturing. At the push of
a button, API-enabled digital
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tools move the process from
bids to orders.
In 2000 and 2001, when
the dotcom bubble burst,
billions of dollars of stock
was written off because many
companies didn’t have a
clear stock picture. Postcrisis stocktaking revealed
huge exposure to demand
fluctuation and massive
amounts of redundant stock.
Today, we can have realtime visibility of inventory
on hand and can see what
is available in the market.
With this data, we can build
intelligent stocking plans that
hold the right volumes of
critical components, without
overcommitting to readily
available parts that are
unlikely to be disrupted.
The industry is going through
its biggest ever disruption.
Those with digitally enabled
processes and supply chains
are not immune to these
challenges, but they have
tools to make faster and
better decisions based
on intelligent, real-time
data. This crisis will likely
accelerate the adoption of
digital transformation, which
is moving from nice to have
to must have.
www.calcuquote.com

CalcuQuote’s founder and president,
Chintan Sutaria
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Part two of the
supply chain’s digital
transformation is
moving from the bid
to processing the
order and getting
the product into
manufacturing
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Special Report

More innovations
on the horizon

From transport and component pricing, to innovation and growth potential,
Mouser’s Mark Burr-Lonnon and Graham Munson explore the next 18-months

Q

Reader interviews
(May ESUK)
suggest the pandemic has
significantly increased
air cargo costs with the
price of a Boeing 747
jumping from $400K to
$1.3M. How is Mouser in
Europe managing carriage
costs and are distributors
generally passing costs
to clients?
We are currently experiencing
increased air cargo costs.
There are approximately
25 per cent fewer cargo
flights, so that impacts
available capacity, which in
turn attracts a surcharge.
Despite these surcharges, we
are not passing them to our
customers, having decided
to absorb them. Across the
distribution industry, some
have opted to pass additional
costs to customers.
As air freight capacity
increases, surcharges
will disappear. There are
signs that will happen
soon. We have close
working relationships
with our primary shipping
organizations. Our leading
US shipper is UPS, FedEx
is our primary shipper
internationally, and we also
use DHL. The fact we have
maintained full operations
and the electronics industry
has kept going these past
three months means shipping
volumes are near normal,
something our shippers are
keenly aware of.

Q

Have delivery times
been affected over
recent months? Are certain
component types more
susceptible to longer lead
times than others?
After Chinese New Year
the pandemic prevented

the normal return to
work, leading to extended
lead times. We've seen
lead-time extensions and
allocation for anything
connected with medical
devices such as sensors
and connectors. MLCCs,
tantalum capacitors and
displays are all experiencing
longer lead times, which
always introduces the
chance of allocation. Any
modular product using many
tens of products is likely
to encounter component
shortages or longer lead
times on at least one of
its kitting list.
From our perspective,
demand in China rebounded
quickly. Europe and the
Americas still need to
increase to relatively normal
levels, although that situation
changes daily. As our industry
restarts, particularly in hard
hit markets like automotive,
we could experience a
demand surge, potentially
leading to further allocations.
Having said this, Mouser
always invests in high
inventory to ensure we have
the parts customers need.
Our goal is to help customers
avoid long lead times which
is particularly important
now. We work closely with
suppliers to ensure we
have parts in stock and
ready to ship.

Q

Are component
prices fluctuating
and what are your pricing
predictions for the second
half of 2020?
Despite allocations, we've
not experienced too many
price rises. Manufacturers
realise they have to remain
competitive and price
increases can often lead
to loss of market share.
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Many look at the global
market before making
such decisions. We've
seen the roller-coaster of
demand oscillating between
geographical regions: as one
region goes down, another
rises. Our viewpoint is based
on the engineering level of
component demand and
against production levels
of inventory. Those seeking
production volumes may
have experienced some price
changes. The market rebound
will be a susceptible period.
Critical trends such as 5G
will drive significant demand,
something no supplier wishes
to miss. Nobody is sure when
that surge will occur. It might
not happen this year, but it
will happen. Pricing is always
dependent on the market, a
buyers’ market or suppliers’
market, something suppliers
know well.

VP of EMEA customer service,
Graham Munson

Q

When a customer
places multiple
orders with Mouser do they
prefer individual shipments
or a single consignment?
Customers can choose how
to receive an order. We can
ship when the whole order
is complete or ship the parts
immediately available and
the rest as they become
available. It depends entirely
on the customers preference.

Q

How can readers
smooth their
supply chain and what are
your recommendations
to prepare for anticipated
extending lead times?
We provide availability
schedules for components
and customers can schedule
their orders too. Not every
customer realises we
can schedule deliveries.
If a customer creates a

“”

Demand in China
rebounded quickly.
Europe and the
Americas still need to
increase to relatively
normal levels

Special Report
schedule when they place
an order, they know they
have products coming. Our
substantial available stock
holding, currently $800m,
helps keep customers
supplied. Any customer can
schedule orders, typically
covering 12-months. Shorter
or longer periods are good
too, whatever works for
the customer.
We're very good at supplying
small to medium volumes.
For higher volumes, we
usually guide customers to
our price and availability
tool. Communication is
another key aspect of a
smooth supply chain. We
frequently talk to key
customers about the supply
chain, lead times and other
factors impacting supply.
Many customers use Mouser
as a facilitator and expect us
to understand their industry
and market, which we do. We
enjoy very close relationships
with our top 50 suppliers so
we can advise customers on
events which might impact
order schedules.

Q

Would you suggest
readers use more
buffer stock or pack and
hold facilities to ensure
pricing and availability?
Again, this is a matter of
customer choice. Some
customers like to hold a
buffer stock themselves,
perhaps because they have
customer commitments. For
many small to medium-sized
companies, our high stock
levels mean they often don’t
need to hold any buffer.
If they are a high-volume
customer, they may choose to
buffer stock to ensure supply.

Q

Finally, how do you
see the European
electronic component
distribution sector
performing in the next
18-months?
We anticipate a slow summer,
with European holidays a
significant influence. As
businesses emerge from
lockdown and recommence
production, we can't predict
if they will push for usual

summer holidays or not.
September will be an
essential indicator. If orders
increase in September it
will be good. If not, there is
cause for concern. In no time,
we'll be in December which
is a quiet month for the
electronics industry. However,
2021 will undoubtedly be a
good year. Pent up demand
in Europe includes 5G, IoT
and, hopefully, the return
of automotive. Next year
will be buoyant because of
what happened this year.
One supplier has witnessed
a wave of innovation during
lockdown, with those projects
emerging as we head out
of 2020.
www.mouser.co.uk

Senior VP of global service & EMEA and
APAC business, Mark Burr-Lonnon
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Some customers
like to hold a buffer
stock themselves,
perhaps because
they have customer
commitments
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Switches

Understanding
switch attributes
In this article, Alan Butcher Components walks readers through some
of the key attributes to consider when choosing switches

Switches are used in a
wide variety of applications
from HVAC equipment and
household appliances, to
medical systems, audio
products and power supplies.
A switch’s function is to
control the electric load
placed on it and safely
deliver the electric power
required to any specific point
or points on a system. When
selecting a switch, there are
various attributes to consider.
Switches are rated by their
electrical characteristics.
Current rating notes the
maximum amount of current
the switch is designed to
carry. This rating depends
on the voltage of the circuit
in which the switch is used.
If the maximum current is
exceeded, there is a danger
the switch contacts will
weld together meaning the
electrical circuit will no
longer open. Voltage rating
refers to the maximum
voltage allowable in the
electrical circuit where the
switch is used. The voltage
rating may be given as AC or
DC voltage, or both.
Buyers will also need
to consider the circuit’s

electrical load. Load is a
generic term for something
that draws power. Simply
put, it is the piece of
equipment you turn on and
off. The amount of current
drawn, multiplied by the
voltage equals the amount of
power used by the device.
Resistive loads primarily
offer resistance to the flow of
current. Examples of resistive
loads include electric heaters,
ranges, ovens, toasters
and irons. If the device is
supposed to get hot and
doesn't move, it is most likely
to be a resistive load.
Inductive loads are usually
devices that move and
normally include electric
magnets, like an electric
motor. Examples of inductive
loads include such things as
power drills, electric mixers,
fans, sewing machines,
pumps and vacuum cleaners.
High inrush loads draw a
higher amount of current
or amperage when first
turned on, compared to the
amount of current required
to continue running. An
example of a high inrush
load is a standard light bulb,
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which may draw 20 or
more times its normal
operating current when
first switched on.
Regarding switch action,
latching means when
pressed the switch activates
the circuit and remains
connected until the switch
is pressed again. Momentary
means the circuit connects
when the switch is pushed
and disconnects when
released.
Switch cut-out is the size of
the hole required within an
application for the switch to
fit through.
Finally, IP rating is an
important consideration,
particularly if an application
is outdoors or used within a
demanding environment.
The above are just some
things to be considered
when sourcing a switch.
Importantly, you also need
a supplier who understands
the switch technology and
can help you through the
selection criteria.

Anti-vandal switches

“”

If the maximum
current is exceeded,
there is a danger the
switch contacts will
weld together

www.abcomponents.co.uk
Standard switches
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Connectors

Tapping into interconnect
specialist resources
ECCO argues that sourcing from specialist interconnect distributors
means buyers get more help when the going gets tough
Buyers sourcing off-board
connectors know available
inventory can be important
because these connectors
are often part of a cable or
harnesses system and can
involve options bought as the
last part of a ‘system buy’.
Usually, these orders have
more options and variables
than the core BoM and PCB
which are more locked down.
Additionally, they may be
hard to second source if the
engineers tested and chose
one approved supplier due to
time and resource constraints
towards the end of a project.
This can leave procurement
professionals in troubled
waters if issues arise.

To address inventory
availability issues, specialist
distributors typically build
connectors themselves
allowing for assembly times
and taking advantage of
component inventory that
is stock-to-build (STB). STB
capability from the likes
of TTI, Electro Enterprises
and ECCO gives a broader
account of available SKUs to
make since the connectors
are not assembled, glued
and finished. This gives a
specialist distributor more
flexibility on inventory and
part combinations. By doing
so, those distributors expand
the reach of their inventory
profile and provide greater

Heilind’s Inventory Management
Replenishment System

WE CONNECT TECHNOLOGY
MILITARY
CIRCULAR
CONNECTORS
COAXIAL
CONNECTORS
DATA CIRCULAR
CONNECTORS
POWER CIRCULAR
CONNECTORS
D-SUBMINIATURE
RACK AND PANEL
CONNECTORS

+44 (0) 1403 790 661

sales@fclane.com

fclane.com

FIBRE OPTIC
CABLE ASSEMBLIES

BACKSHELLS, HEAT SHRINK
BOOTS AND PROTECTIVE CAPS
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Connectors
service and supply capability
to customers.
Specialist interconnect
distributors can also perform
value added services to assist
supply chain and inventory
management. Those include
customer specific inventory
bonding; just-in-time
(JIT) software and apps
for re-ordering; Kan Ban
functionality; consignment
programs (popular with wire
products); special packaging
for marketing or unique
security/storage needs; and
blind shipment services
where direct ship to an end
customer makes sense.
Obsolescence avoidance
and lower labour costs
contribute to procuring and
using those services, thus
helping companies stay
competitive and reallocate
their resources to other areas
of expertise and competitive
differentiation.
Knowledge is another area
where specialist interconnect

and electro-mechanical
distributors excel. The
table below many series
of connectors that ECCO
supports, whether by building
or selling manufacturers’
completed connector. By
assembling the various parts
of a connector, specialist
distributors have an innate
know-how regarding form,
fit, and functional equivalents
or options that might work
in a customer’s design.
This allows for more
flexibility in sourcing,
pricing and performance for
procurement professionals.
In summary, to address
the problems of inventory
availability and part
complexity, look to
distribution specialists
who can assist with more
expansive inventory offerings
via STB capabilities,
additional supply chain
programs and assembly
services for JIT support
and lowered carrying costs,
and overall knowledge
of the product. Acting

as an extension of your
procurement team via a
more focused resource with
these commodities are what
interconnect specialists will
do for you.
www.eccoconnectors.com

President of ECCO, Bernard Gizzi

Many connector series are
supported via building or
selling a manufacturer’s
completed connector

... YOUR PARTNER IN CONTRACT ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURE

IEW’s managing director, Duncan Game, reviews the company’s
history, growth and future as it celebrates 40 years in business
IEW is proud to announce it
has reached a huge milestone.
On 29 June 2020 the company
celebrated 40-years in business.

IEW are a sub-contract electronic manufacturing
house based in Swindon and have been supplying
the medical and scientific industry for 40 years
Highly trained workforce of over 60

We build:
• Box and panel builds
• Plc controllers
• Cable assemblies
• Wiring looms and harnesses
• Pcb’s

Based on customer specifications

CONTACT US TODAY TO DISCUSS HOW
OUTSOURCING CAN HELP YOU
Tel: 01793 694033
Email: sales@iew.co.uk

IEW began as a dream of
founder and previous owner Les
Wheeler who started assembling
in a Highworth garage back
in 1980. The company has
grown significantly since then
to become an experienced
and established subcontract
electronic manufacturer building
bespoke electrical panels, cables,
PLC controllers and PCBs to
customers’ specifications. The
organisation employs over
50 people in a large, modern
unit based on Kembrey Park,
Swindon.
In February this year, long
standing managing director,
Duncan Game, took ownership,
heralding an exciting new phase
for IEW. The company will

continue to offer excellence in
service, quality and on-time
deliveries, while developing and
enhancing its services with a
solution orientated focus at the
centre of everything it does.

Advertorial

Heralding an exciting new
manufacturing future

Duncan said: “It is a good
opportunity for us to regroup
and get back to the basics of
delighting the customer and
helping them to produce their
technically advanced machines so
that they can focus on developing
the technology of tomorrow.”
The five-year strategy includes
an employee engagement
programme and new software,
plant and machinery. Heartfelt
thanks go to everyone who has
been part of the journey including
IEW’s most important asset, its
staff, for making the first 40 years
such a success.
www.iew.co.uk
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Sustained connector
production and distribution
NYK Components’ CEO, Kevin Wells, describes how the company kept its customers
supplied with connectors during the lockdown
In January, Hampshire based
NYK Component Solutions
was reflecting on 2019, an
exciting year, which saw the
company grow revenues,
move to a new office and
incorporate new product
lines. At the end of March,
the pandemic hit. NYKCS had
to react quickly to keep staff
safe and continue to ship
qualified product to its global
customer base.
During this difficult period
NYKCS kept its customers
fully supplied and increased
assembly capability and
capacity with an expanded,
qualified and QPL listed
facility for Conesys MILDTL-38999 Series III
circular connectors.
Be it a one off, production
requirements, scheduled

orders or contracts, NYKCS
can provide MIL-DTL-38999
III connectors to meet
customers’ requirements.
Options include three shell
styles, 52 insert arrangements
and various keying options.
Finishes include cadmium
olive drab, zinc nickel or
electroless nickel. Lead time
can be two days.
Connectors are available
with corresponding EMCA
electro-mechanic backshells
and accessories if required.
NYKCS stocks a range of
circular connector backshells
and caps to suit customers’
specific requirements.
EMCA manufactures
an extensive range of
VG approved connector
backshells, protection
caps, dummy receptacles,

conductive gaskets, O-rings
and custom assemblies.
Backshells and accessories
are available in aluminium,
marine nickel aluminium
bronze and stainless steel.
Finishes include electroless
nickel, cadmium olive drab,
zinc nickel passivation
and EMCA’s unique VG
95319-1011 approved highperformance Black Hybrid
plating. This is ROHS and
REACH compliant and fully
compatible with other
plating finishes.
NYK Components’ CEO,
Kevin Wells, said “These few
months have been difficult
for us and many other
companies, but we have
endeavoured to maintain
supply and still focus on
providing flexibility, quality,
best price and delivery to

our customers. By expanding
our VAD assembly and being
able to offer a two day build
of MIL-DTL-38999 III we are
strengthening this supply
yet further. We would love
to do this quicker, but we
are limited by cure times on
some of the materials used.”
NYK Component Solutions
is qualified to AS9100
Rev D, AS9120 Rev B and
QPL listed. Working from
its Southampton-based
headquarters, the company
operates an integrated
quality management and
order workflow system.
This provides customers
with dependable access to a
flexible inventory of approved
and certified components.
www.nykcs.com

Why should I shop online with PEI-Genesis?

SHOP MILLIONS OF
CONNECTORS ONLINE.
www.peigenesis.co.uk/ESEU
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Motorsport
proves its
worth in
industry
Lane Electronics’ Nick Wheeler explains how
industrial connectors and accessories have
benefitted from motorsport R&D
The almost limitless
amounts of R&D money that
motorsport invests to gain an
often tiny advantage is the
stuff of legend. Motorsport
employs some of the best
design teams, with skills
extending from mechanical
and electronics, to computing
and communications. As
we’ve seen during the
pandemic, they can rapidly
switch their focus to nonmotorsport projects like lifesaving ventilators.
Motorsport is a technological
pioneering business. Many
of its often seemingly
unattainable demands
regarding quality, reliability
and delivery have meant
industry sectors, including
connectors, have had to
respond quickly to keep pace.
Lane, and sister company
Weald Electronics, is
known as a distributor and
manufacturer of connector
systems for the military

and aerospace sectors, plus
industrial sectors that need
total connector integrity
no matter what the external
environment. Nowhere is the
environment more demanding
than motorsport.
Few environments test the
integrity and reliability of
electronic components like
motorsport. Temperature
extremes, vibration and
moisture can all combine
to provide a severe test for
all types of components,
particularly electronic
connector systems.
In fact, so severe are the
environmental conditions,
that purpose designed
electronic connectors derived
from existing aerospace
and military systems have
been developed to meet
motorsport’s specific needs.
These are lightweight, ultrasmall connector systems
that maintain total contact
integrity whatever the

extremes of temperature
and vibration, while also
resisting ingress of water,
oil, nasty liquids and gases.
They are also designed for
simple, quick installation/
replacement and reliable
operation.
Today, connected factories
and other industrial
sectors are benefiting from
motorsport derived connector
systems to ensure power and
signal integrity no matter how
difficult the environment and
how small the space available.
Until recently, experience
suggested industrial
applications were driven
by universal specifications,
communication protocol
and interchangeability:
standardisation over extreme
performance. However,
as technology develops,
connector requirements
are evolving with attributes
drifting towards those seen
in motorsport. Clunky now

needs to be small, lightweight,
quick-connect and high speed.
In parallel, motorsport
already relies on high-speed
databus communications and
emerging IIoT technologies
to further reduce wiring
weight, improve performance
and optimise predictive
performance measures.
I see a continued connector
evolution in the niche
motorsport industry and
high-volume industrial market
but there remains a strong
argument not to re-invent
something that already
exists, particularly in these
economically challenged
times. I believe the motorsport
connectors and their close
derivatives will continue to
prove their worth in more and
more industrial applications
where those key connector
attributes are starting to share
more and more relevance.
www.fclane.com
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Medical

Sourcing medical components
in uncertain times
Farnell’s regional sales director, UK, Ireland and Benelux, Mathew
Thorpe, offers ideas to keep medical products flowing
The pandemic presented
purchasers with a major
challenge in sourcing electronic
components. Demand for
connected medical IoT devices,

including devices such as
thermometers, smart infusion
pumps and MRI scanners, was
already growing from an all-time
high. Covid-19 resulted in health

care systems facing an extreme
shortfall of ventilators and their
components, demonstrating
a gap in supply chain from
manufacturing, procurement,

Global Reach, Local Service

Manufacturers can seek to mitigate
risk in their supply chains by
taking the following steps.
Plan: Identify what you can do to
mitigate risks.

Delivering global scale PCB
solutions to UK Companies

ON YOUR SIDE
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Calne
Waterlooville

Kalie Miller

Tel: +44 7833 046 688
Email: kalie.miller@fineline-global.com

expectations on demand.

Les Morgan

Tel: +44 7768 382 640
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Pat Mannion
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Balance this with the nonnegotiable nature of medical
equipment. A healthcare facility
densely packed with medical IoT
devices can encounter a range of
operational challenges such as
dropped network connections,
security and battery management
for portable devices. Medical IoT
devices need to work correctly and
unimpeded by interference at all
times.
Buyers are faced with two
challenges: accessing components
in the quantities and timescales
required; and accessing products
with the required certifications for
healthcare environments.

A WORLD LEADING
PCB PROVIDER
Discover how Fineline VAR Ltd can bring
you the benefits of a global PCB company
with local support including warehousing,
quality and engineering.

storage, distribution and delivery.
If products destined for medical
equipment are delayed, even for a
short period, it can be a matter of
life or death.

Secure an appropriate level of
safety stock: The appropriate level
of stock might change depending
on the external environment.
Although safety stock means tying
up capital, the impact can be lower
than being unable to ship products
due to a component shortage.
Design-in options: This is
particularly important for medical
certified equipment or components
such as power supplies, sensors
and displays used in medical
applications. The challenges faced
by component manufacturers
have now changed from standard
supply and demand shortages.
Alternate Sourcing: Being able
to use alternatives is important.
Challenges can also be location
based, so if one display
manufacturer can’t ship, it’s
likely other suppliers with similar
products will not have the same
problems.

Medical
Distributors such as
Farnell can further support
manufacturers in sourcing
the right components and
leverage strong relationships
with its broad range of
manufacturers. When
choosing a distribution
partner, you should be
seeking:
Items in stock: Look for a
partner with products in its
warehouse and warehouses
in Europe for a faster, more
responsive service.
Digital capabilities:
pandemics affect people, not
machines. This means digital
distributors are better set to
continue in this disrupted
environment.
Technical support: A strong
technical support team can
help you modify designs to
accept alternatives when
supply is challenged.

support possible. Problems
with shipping mean that until
the product is in your factory,
you can’t guarantee you will
get it.
Strong relationships with
key suppliers: You want a
distributor with relationships
with a broad range of
medically certified suppliers
so that you have options if
stock is unavailable. During
Covid-19, Farnell worked
with suppliers to create
some direct-ship options
with suppliers so that stock
could be shipped direct to
customers from the supplier
warehouse, speeding up
the supply chain. Farnell
also worked with suppliers
to source additional stock
at short notice for specific
critical orders on behalf of
their customers.
uk.farnell.com

Great relationships
with carriers: You want to
benefit from the best logistics

Looking to source Sub-Assemblies
for Medical Equipment?

RDS is here to help. We are currently manufacturing essential
sub-assemblies for ventilator systems. This is in collaboration
with a group of companies which included McClarens
Formula 1 team and Ford, working with Penlon as part of the
Ventilator Challenge UK and with whom the UK Government
has placed an order for 15,000 ventilators.
Our expertise in providing display sub-assemblies
and our ISO13485 approval has enabled us to
consistently manufacture high quality
products and has ensured we can supply
these urgent sub-assemblies quickly
and efficiently.
Providing Vital Equipment for
the NHS.
ISO 13485 Qualified to design and
manufacture complete systems.
Innovative Design and
Manufacture of
IoT Platforms
and Devices.

OFFSHORE PCB MANUFACTURE
SUPPORTED BY UK ENGINEERS

TATECIRCUITS.COM
www.review-displays.co.uk

+44 (0)1959 563 345
e: info@review-displays.co.uk

Tate Circuit Industries Ltd
Unit 1 Europa Way, Britannia Enterprise Park,
Lichfield, Staffs, WS14 9TZ
sales@tatecircuits.com
01543 622 435
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Acceleration of
digital life
John Denslinger sees Covid-19 as a catalyst for significant
and rapid change regarding the digitisation of our lives

F

Digital life

John Denslinger is a former
executive VP Murata, president
SyChip Wireless, and president/
CEO ECIA, the industry’s trade
association. His career spans
40 years in electronics

• By John Denslinger

or more than a decade we have imagined a digital world
where electronics, coupled with communications, offered
humanity a less stressful daily life. As desirable as it
sounded, the pace of consumer and business adoption
was rather measured. Suddenly, a pandemic disrupted all
aspects of civilisation. That one catalyst, Covid-19, brought immediate
need and accelerated digital life. The good news: the technology
supporting personal routines, people encounters, day-to-day commerce,
transport, workplace arrangements and remote data sharing is
already available.
Looking back, digital transformation has been gradual at best,
despite an avalanche of reliable components, products, systems and
connectivity. Maybe it was the classic case ‘a solution in search of a
problem’. Perhaps it was just complacency or simply a desire to defer
anticipated conversion costs that hampered greater implementation.
Regardless of reason, momentum for digital and tele-based products
and services is now on the adoption fast-track driven predominantly by
concern over safety, security and personal well-being. Because of this,
demand for digital solutions will mark a strong upward trajectory for
the foreseeable future.

emergency transport vehicles, fire and rescue and protective gear
distribution could also benefit greatly from a cohesive 5G national
roll out.
Still, digital life has gaps as this example illustrates. In my first telehealth online meeting with my practitioner, I found the experience
underwhelming. Lots of face time, great conversation but any
treatment or prescription required another follow-up, in-office exam.
Not sure this session was all that productive for either one of us. It
suggested to me the whole patient side interface was lacking. No
biometric sensors, no communications linkage and no feedback loops.
Let’s face it, when it comes to healthcare, I believe there is a lot more
digital integration yet to be achieved.
As healthy individuals we fully expect a return to normal with the
freedom to work and play as we knew it. For good or bad, mandates
of social distancing and protective masks will continue limiting some
activity. Digital solutions can alleviate the stress of compliance. When
you finally decide to attend that sporting event, concert, convention,
theater etc, it will be digital technology assuring a secure, safe and
healthy environment for all.

So, where is the big opportunity for our industry? Of all the market
sectors, healthcare has got to be the largest single target for digital
solutions. The pandemic has made that a priority. Hospitals, out-patient
clinics, doctor and dental offices, pharmacies, nursing homes, therapy
treatment centers and mental health facilities all need robust noncontact solutions, superior information sharing networks and real-time
diagnostics regardless of distance. Tangential support functions like
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SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET WATCH

Mid-year update:
Semiconductor market will
grow 3.3 per cent in 2020
Despite a global pandemic, the worldwide semiconductor market will increase this year, driven in
large part by increased demand and higher prices for memory ICs

James Carbone
Semiconductor buyers can
expect price increases for some
integrated circuits such as NAND
flash memory, but price declines
for other chips as the overall
semiconductor market grows 3.3
per cent this year.
The global semiconductor
market will rise from $425.9
billion in 2019 to $452.2 billion
in 2020, according to World
Semiconductor Trade Statistics.
WSTS’s original forecast for
2020 was 5.9 per cent growth. In
2021, the global chip market will
increase 6.2 percent, WSTS said.
Most of the sales growth in
2020 will be from memory
ICs including NAND flash and
DRAM. Memory chip revenue will
increase 15 percent from $122.3
billion in 2019 to $136 billion
in 2020. In 2019, the memory
chip market declined 32.6 per
cent because of sharply declining
prices, according to WSTS.

Most other semiconductor
segments will post lower growth
in 2020 than 2019. Discrete
semiconductor sales will decline
6.6 per cent, sensors will fall
2.1 per cent, optoelectronic
components will slump 5.1 per
cent and analog chip sales will
drop 5.8 per cent, said WSTS.
Microcomponents, which include
microprocessors, controllers and
digital signal processors, will
grow 2.6 per cent and logic will
increase 2.9 per cent, according
to WSTS.
Brian Matas, vice president of
market research for IC Insights,
said the memory IC market will
have a remarkable turnaround
from 2019 when sales fell 32.6
per cent due to lower prices
caused by oversupply.
“We see a strong comeback for
memory this year,” he said. “In
2019, DRAM and NAND both

got really hit hard. Prices came
down.” However, in 2020 NAND
flash memory will post the
strongest growth segment of all
IC products. “We are looking at
27 per cent growth this year for
NAND flash. That is a big growth
rate in any year,” said Matas.
One reason for the recovery in
the memory market is overall
increased demand due in part to
the COVID-19 pandemic. “People
are working, educating and
communicating at home,” because
of coronavirus, said Matas. People
are video chatting using apps
like Zoom, Messenger and
Microsoft Teams.
“There is more data and more
communication going back and
forth,” he said. As a result of more
video chatting and generally
more streaming data centers
are increasing capacity and
purchasing more servers which

By the Numbers

is resulting in more demand
for memory chips and other
semiconductors.

NAND demand to rise

Heightened demand from server
manufacturers will contribute to
a 5 per cent increase in NAND
flash unit shipments, according
to IC Insights. Five per cent “may
not seem like a big uptick, but
in 2018 when NAND flash sales
were really flying, unit shipments
increased only 2 per cent,”
said Matas.
NAND flash demand is also being
driven by smart phones. “Although
we are expecting a decline in
shipments of smart phones, the
need for memory in smart phones
has increased with all the 5G
designs,” said Myson RoblesBruce, senior principal analyst
components & devices – tools for
researcher Omdia. “We assume
there will be some stronger sales

5%
The percentage growth NAND flash memory
unit shipments in 2020. Source: IC Insights

3.3%

6.2%

The rate of growth for the global semiconductor
industry in 2020. Source World Semiconductor Trade Statistics

The rate of growth for the semiconductor industry
in 2021. Source World Semiconductor Trade Statistics

$136 billion

$452.2 billion

The forecasted size of the worldwide memory IC
market in 2020. Source: World Semiconductor Trade Statistics

The expected size of the worldwide semiconductor
market in 2020. Source: World Semiconductor Trade Statistics
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In addition, more higher cost
memory ICs will ship because
data center servers need higherdensity memory. “We’re are
looking at a lot of quad-level cell
and triple-level cell NAND flash,
which costs more than solid-state
memory that is found in a smart
phone,” said Matas.
While NAND flash memory tags
have increased, the good news for
memory IC buyers is that average
selling prices for DRAMs will
decline in 2020.
“We’re forecasting DRAM average
prices will fall 4 per cent this
year,” said Matas. However, DRAM
unit shipments will increase 7 per
cent, which means revenue will
rise about 3 per cent, he said.
Most semiconductor industry
analysts are forecasting singledigit growth for the overall
semiconductor market, but
COVID-19 has created a lot of
uncertainty and chip industry
growth is not a given. In fact,
most analysts have changed their
forecasts since the first of the
year because of uncertainty.
“Our current forecast for this
year is 4.9 per cent,” said Myson
Robles-Bruce, senior principal
analyst components & devices
– tools for researcher Omdia. In
mid-December last year, Omdia
had forecast 5.5 per cent growth
for the semiconductor industry,
then revised it downward to 2.5
per cent at the end of March and
changed it to 4.9 per cent in July.

How unusual

If there is semiconductor sales
growth this year, it will occur
despite a decline in gross
domestic product (GDP) growth,
which is unusual. “The most

current forecast that we have
has global GDP down 6 per cent.
Five or 6 per cent means that
historically, the semiconductor
industry will also be negative,”
said Robles-Bruce. He said there
were only two years when the
semiconductor industry growth
rate wasn’t positive when global
GDP was below 3 per cent
positive growth.
But 2020 could be different
because of the reaction to the
COVID-10 lockdown. “It has
caused increased work from home
and school from home, which has
resulted in great demands on
data center servers, especially in
the hyperscale service side,” said
Robles-Bruce.
Because of increased Internet
traffic during the pandemic,
data centers need more capacity.
That means more servers are
needed which has increased
demand for memory ICs and
other semiconductors.
The pandemic has also boosted
demand for PCs. Sales of
notebooks and laptops “are doing
better than expected, said Jim
Feldhan, president of Semico
Research. In fact, in the first
quarter demand was so strong
that “Dell and HP could not
fulfill all their orders because
they could not get all the parts
needed to build products,” he
said. In addition, the building of
5G networks is continuing which
has resulted in increased demand
for semiconductors, he said.
Chip demand from smart phone
manufacturers could rise in the
second half as more 5G phones
are expected to ship.
The bad news for semiconductor
manufacturers is chip sales to
the automotive industry will
fall about 19.7 percent in 2020,
according to Omdia.
“Our latest forecast for car
production for the year is down

Memory chip sales declined in
2019 but will bounce back this
year and next and will climb to
$136 billion in 2021.
Source: World Semiconductor
Trade Statistics

Memory sales
move upward
($ billons worldwide)

later in the year, but it’s really
not the shipments as much as
the demand for higher memory
capacity and higher pricing in
memory,” he said.
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122.3
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23 per cent,” said Robles-Bruce.
Less vehicle production means
automakers will order fewer
semiconductors resulting in
a nearly 20 per cent decline
in automotive semiconductor
revenue this year, he said.

Automotive will rise again

But the good news is there
will be a V-shaped recovery
in automotive sales next year,
said Robles-Bruce. Vehicle sales
will increase 15 per cent and
automotive semiconductor
revenue will rise 22.4 per
cent, he said.
While the semiconductor industry
as a whole will post single-digit
growth in 2020, the forecast is a
bit skewed by memory IC revenue.
Memory IC revenue accounts for
about 28 per cent of the overall
semiconductor market.
If memory chip sales were
taking out of the forecast, the
semiconductor sales will fall
about 0.4 per cent, said
Robles-Bruce.
Besides memory, Robles-Bruce
said application-specific logic
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revenue will rise about up 8.2
per cent in 2020. Applicationspecific processors are used in
video game consoles. Both Xbox
and PlayStation are expected
to introduce new video game
systems later in the year, which
will boost chip sales.
“We are also expecting a little bit
of contribution to sales growth
from the microprocessor segment
which will increase about 2 per
cent,” said Robles-Bruce.
The good news for buyers is that
overall supply and demand will
be mostly in balance for the rest
of the year with a few exceptions.
Tight supply of power MOSFETs,
IGBTs and silicon carbide chips
will likely continue.
“Some of those have 40-week
lead times so that would indicate
there’s some tight supply. But
that is a small category,” he said.
Supply should be ample and
lead times normal for most
other chips.

Aerospace & Defence

Set for lift-off
in the 2020s

TTI Europe‘s vertical marketing director for defence, aerospace and space, Lee Thompson,
examines long-awaited aerospace and space advances that will soon be realized
There is a perception
the aerospace market is
slow to change. However,
the last decade makes it
clear this is not always
the case. In fact, things
have happened relatively
quickly. For example, the
US F-35, European Typhoon,
French Rafale and Swedish
Gripen have seen increased
international sales, with
orders expected to reach
4,000 aircraft over the next
10 to 15-years, valued at
approximately $260 billion.

been registered today, with
around 420,000 registered
for commercial use and the
balance seeing active military
service. As we look to the
new decade, this pace of
change is set to continue.
Military expenditures are
rising, with global defense
spending expected to grow
three to four per cent
annually. The world’s major
economies will expect to
see a combined annual
expenditure of around
$350 billion in 2025.

Air defense develops as
nations modernise and
expand their defense
capabilities. New
technologies, including
airborne cyber-warfare and
hypersonic missiles, will
also provide additional
protection to warfighters
and civilian populations.
Technological advances
will see increased spending
on military technology.

Countries such as the US,
France, Germany, UK, Russia
and China are moving to
develop 6th Generation jet
fighters (such as the UK
Tempest) in five-year cycles
using the best technology
available today, versus
the multi-decade design
cycles of the past. With
the growth in battlefield
connected computing,
these next-generation air
defense systems will rely
on networking and sensing
technology to keep drones
and piloted aircraft aware
of changing conditions in
real-time.

Whilst entering these
fighters‘ second decade of
development, the 2010s saw
a handful of drones enter
service. Over 1.5 million have

Looking back at commercial
air travel, we see 2020 as the
point where key technologies
crossed from possibility to
practical reality. As hybrid
and electric vehicles make
shipping and ground
transportation cleaner, we
are also on the verge of
aircraft electrification, with
hybrid-electric engines and
improvements in battery
technology making the future
of air travel less damaging to
our atmosphere.
We are also getting closer to
urban air transport. While
these might not be the
‘flying cars’ of science fiction,
projects like Uber Elevate
are bringing the idea of
intra-urban air travel to cities
across Europe. With these
projects and technologies
such as electric vertical
takeoff and landing, we
will see new opportunities
around environmental
sustainability and urban
planning. As technologies
improve airframe design and
efficiency, the 2020s may
also see the return of
supersonic passenger jets,
improved cockpit automation

CML Innovative Technologies Ltd.
69/70 Eastern Way,

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk,

IP32 7AB, United Kingdom

PUSH BUTTON SOLUTIONS

CUSTOM BUILD
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“”

New technologies,
including airborne
cyber-warfare and
hypersonic missiles,
will also provide
additional protection
to warfighters and
civilian populations

Tel: +44 (0) 1284 714700

email: uksales@cml-it.com

www.cml-it.com

CONTRACT ASSEMBLY

PANEL MOUNT INDICATOR

Aerospace & Defence

and AI/predictive analytics
making travel safer and
more efficient.
After the Space Shuttle retired
in 2011, the US relied on Russia
to bring astronauts to and from
orbit. We have now seen the first
commercial rocket from SpaceX
and Boeing carry astronauts to
the International Space Station.
Private space exploration has
also continued to grow: SpaceX
now has nearly 200 satellites
in low Earth orbit with many
designed and produced in
Europe from University projects.
Other innovative start-ups and
established satellite and launcher
producers include Airbus Space,
Arianne, Thales Alenia Space
and OHB. There are also plans
to fly private citizens around the
moon in 2023.
Expect the next decade to bring
revolutionary developments
in both human and unmanned
space flight including commercial
space travel with trips to low
Earth orbit. Meanwhile, there
are plans to return humans to
the moon by 2024 in preparation
for a manned mission to Mars.
In fact, NASA itself predicts
the next economic revolution

will happen outside Earth’s
atmosphere. This a future
heralds ‘a space economy
built on mining, tourism and
scientific research that will
power and empower future
generations‘ according to a
statement on NASA.gov. Mining
asteroids for precious metals
may seem like science fiction,
but this decade will likely see
technologies that make those
fantasies come to life.
www.ttieurope.com

TTI Europe‘s vertical marketing
director for defence, aerospace and
space, Lee Thompson

Frequency

Rapid turnaround
oscillator services
Euroquartz introduces the benefits of rapid turnaround
oscillators in applications where time is tight or stock is scarce
It is important to
understand what a fast
turnaround oscillator is
and what distinguishes it
from a standard factorymanufactured part. Normally,
fast turnaround implies a
factory-programmed oscillator
that can be set to virtually any
desired frequency. However,
there are two types of fast
turnaround oscillator, the first
is a part programmed in a
similar fashion to an EPROM
and the second is a factoryconfigured device.
The distinction may not be
immediately obvious, but
a factory-configured part
requires some selection of
componentry and specific
links to be hard-wired to
achieve the desired frequency
output and specifications.
A programmed type uses
software to input the
desired frequency. Each
type has different advantages
and disadvantages as
detailed below.
The obvious advantage of a
rapid turnaround product is
the availability of any function
and frequency within five to
15 working days depending
on specification and available
production capacity. This

means an engineer can
try several non-standard
frequencies to benchmark
a design and reduce
development time. They
are also useful for quickly
filling production shortfalls,
especially if supply chain
delays appear.
Are there disadvantages to fast
turnaround product? Yes. For
example, for a standard clock
oscillator, jitter and current
parameters tend to be higher
for a factory-configured device
compared with a frequency
specific oscillator.
This is because fast
turnaround product uses a
base crystal from which all
frequencies are derived via
multipliers and dividers. A
factory produced component
uses a crystal tuned at the
desired frequency, delivering
much improved jitter and
current performance.
Another factor is cost, with
software programmed units
tending to be significantly
more expensive. However, for
samples and development, this
isn’t usually a barrier.
Advances in semiconductor
engineering offer more
formats such as current

mode logic (CML) and high
speed current steering logic
(HCSL) and in much higher
frequencies meaning these
are usually configured units.
The Euroquartz range, for
example, offers frequencies
up to 2.1GHz.
The latest products added
to the fast turnaround
range (factory-configured
and programmable) offer
extremely good jitter
performance and operational
characteristics.
Rapid turnaround crystal
oscillators (XO) are not
restricted to simple clocks
but are also available in
temperature compensated
(TCXO), voltage controlled
(VCXO), low voltage
differential signalling
(LVDS), positive emitter
coupled logic (PECL) and the
aforementioned HCSL and
CML formats.
Provided the specification
differences between factorymade and programmed
or configured units are
considered this range of parts
offers a workable solution in
time-sensitive applications.
www.euroquartz.co.uk
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APPLICATIONS
Industrial Camera Systems
Remote Metering
Fire Security
Data Transmission Systems
Complex Audio Systems
Automotive • Radio Pagers
Aero Engine Monitoring
Military Vehicles
Naval Systems
Space Applications
Oil & Gas
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There’s more to
blockchain than
traceability of parts
Blockchain will also bring efficiency, greater accuracy and streamline the
exchange of information and data in the electronics supply chain
Some large electronic
component manufacturers,
distributors and OEMs are
using blockchain to enable
them to trace parts through
the supply chain from the
time the components are
made until they are scrapped.
Many other companies are
researching blockchain to
determine how to best use
it but have not made large
investments to implement it.
With blockchain, an
electronic ledger is created
when a component is
manufactured. Blockchain
uses cryptography and
timestamps along with
QR codes and RFID tags
to provide a permanent,
immutable record of all
transactions involving the
component as it moves
through the supply chain.
The ledger records each
transaction including when
the part is bought, shipped
and used or if it is modified
such as when a chipmaker
sends a die to be packaged,
marked and tested.
For buyers, the ability to trace
parts back to the original
component manufacturer
virtually guarantees that the
parts in the blockchain are
genuine and not counterfeit
because it provides a
permanent, unalterable
record of every transaction
involving the parts. That type
of visibility and history of the
part is especially valuable for
buyers who purchase parts
that are in short supply or
obsolete parts that are no
longer manufactured.
While traceability is
important, there are other

benefits to blockchain.
“Blockchain will bring
efficiency to the industry that
is not there today,” said Don
Elario, vice president industry
practices for the Electronic
Components Industry
Association (ECIA). “It’s
going to bring accuracy and
streamline the exchange of
data and information. There
is no question about that,”
he said.
Data and transaction
information concerning the
part will be streamlined
because there will be a
distributed digital ledger.
Any time the part is
bought, shipped or used,
the transaction will be
entered into the ledger.
In addition, component
certificates of compliance
(CoCs) to environmental
laws and regulations and
other regulations concerning
components would be in
the ledger.
Christophe Begue, director
business development
and solution strategy
global electronics industry,
IBM, notes that there are
many parties that “touch”
a component after it is
manufactured, sold and
shipped. For example, if a
component is made in China
and shipped to California,
“you have the company
selling the component and
then you would have the
freight forwarder and at
least one shipping company,”
he said. There would also
be one custom agency at
the port of departure and
another one at the receiving
port and “probably another
logistics company for local
distribution and finally a

warehouse somewhere,”
he said.

Simplify the process

“There are probably five, six
or seven parties touching
the transaction” and there
is paperwork involved
with each transaction, said
Begue. “There’s a lot of
paperwork associated with
the transaction and none of it
is residing in a single place.”
Blockchain is a central place
for all the documentation.
“Blockchain is about bringing
efficiency and simplification
on the inter-company
processes,” said Begue.
IBM uses blockchain and
has developed platforms
called Trust Your Supplier
and TradeLens that it sells
on a subscription basis
to companies looking
for blockchain solutions.
TradeLens is an open industry
platform using blockchain
technology. It uses a digital
platform that provides a
single, secure source of
shipping data and allows
that data to be shared with
blockchain encryption and
permission-based sharing.

“”

Blockchain will bring
efficiency to the
industry that is not
there today
Don Elario, vice president industry
practices for the Electronic Components
Industry Association (ECIA)

Trust Your Supplier
blockchain simplifies
and accelerates supplier
onboarding and lifecycle
management, according
to Begue. The tool allows
users to identify, verify, and
maintain supplier information
in a secure, decentralised
network resulting in less
supplier risk, improved
compliance and faster audits,
he said.

Pioneers wanted

Some companies, including
August 2020 27
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electronics distributors are
researching blockchain
to determine how best
to implement it in their
supply chains while others
have pilot programs with
some partners.
“We talk about it at ECIA
board meetings,” said Elario.
ECIA formed a team that is
studying blockchain to see
how it could be implemented
with distributors and
component manufacturers.
There is interest in
blockchain, but many
companies are reluctant
to be a “pioneer” and make
the investment, he said.
“There will be some upfront
investment but the return on
investment will be there,”
said Elario. “It’s like anything
else. When something new
comes out, a lot of people
will sit back and watch,
because they don’t want to
put up the upfront money.
They don’t want to be the
pioneer. What they want is
to be the recipient of the
pioneer’s work,” he said.
Elario said there will be a
two-pronged approach in
the electronics industry with
blockchain. Some companies
are going to develop
their own solution using
blockchain that they will
use for their company and
their customer base,” said
Elario. “They may see that
as a competitive advantage
for a while.” Others may use
existing platforms developed
by companies such as IBM.
Eventually there will be more
industry-wide blockchain
solutions. He said it will
likely be three to five years
before blockchain is widely
used. Some companies put
blockchain research and
development plans on hold
after the COVID-19 pandemic
disrupted the supply chain.
Some large electronics
OEMS and semiconductor
manufacturers are already
using blockchain to some
degree for some functions
and processes, said Begue.

“Big names companies like
IBM, HP and Intel, Cisco all
have done projects and, in
some cases, have established
a solution, usually around
the supply chain or
some variation of supply
chain like procurement
visibility. Everyone is doing
something,” he said.
However, not everyone is
bullish about how ubiquitous
blockchain will become
in the electronics supply
chain. Some believe it will be
used in parts of the supply
chain or in smaller private
blockchains with OEMs
and a limited number of
key suppliers.
“Blockchain is really being
touted as a potential be-all
and end-all for securing
the supply chain,” said Paul
Romano, COO of Fusion
Worldwide, based in Boston.
“I think in certain supply
chains it is being more
implemented, such as the
food supply chain. But the
food supply chain is much
more simplified than the
electronics supply chain,”
said Romano.

Not customer driven

He said in electronics,
blockchain is being talked
about, but not by customers.
“At this point we are not
hearing our customers talk
about blockchain and no one
is demanding it. If customers
were, that would be the first
sign that something starting
to happen with it,’ he said.
One reason there has not
been a groundswell so far
for blockchain is many
companies that design, fab,
assemble, sell and buy a
part may not want to put
in information about their
involvement in the digital
ledger which is a crucial part
of blockchain.
“It’s a big issue,” said
Romano. “No one wants
to put information into a
centralised database. We
can’t get suppliers to confirm
markings on parts let alone
putting information into
a centralised database so
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people can have access to it,”
he said.
For blockchain to be effective,
“we need to be able to trace
the part every step of the
way,” said Romano. A chip
company designs a part
and information about the
die needs to be put into the
ledger. When the die is sent
to the packaging house, the
company needs to say they
have the lot and submit data
about how they assembled
the die into the package . The
part then has to be sent to a
testing house where it
is marked, he said.
Every step has to be
documented and “all that
traceability has to be
contained somewhere so
that you can look back to the
blockchain and validate the
authenticity. That in itself is
really difficult,” said Romano.
“It’s really hard to get every
player to put that information
in. You may get some players
to put some information but
it’s hard to get everyone to
play,” he said.

Reluctance to disclose

Many companies sell
excess inventory and
some companies may not
want to disclose in a block
chain ledger that they sold
excess inventory. Some
distributors may not want
to disclose they sold parts to
certain companies or other
distributors.
“These companies are
competitors so providing
competitive information
about what’s shipping, and
where it is shipping is a big
challenge,” said Romano.
While tracing parts to
mitigate counterfeiting is a
benefit of blockchain, a key
issue to supply chain security
is the ability to identify a
single part.
“If you have a chip, how are
you going to identify it? By
date and lot codes? There
could be 1 million parts that
have the same part marking
with the same lot code and

by James Carbone

date code,” said Romano.
Blockchain, and DNA
marking, have to be able
to identify a single device
and they can’t.”
Another impediment to
blockchain rollout is cost. “I
don’t see people rushing out
to build these blockchains
because it’s going to cost
money,” he said. Also,
it will require people to
make changes to do things
differently. All of that is
difficult,” he said.
However, some companies
in certain industries have
private blockchains with
a number of key partners.
For instance, a defense and
aerospace company may
establish a blockchain with
some strategic suppliers.
The OEM may work with
a particular original
component manufacturer
to design a part.
A blockchain would be
created and the design will
be sent to a contract fab
that would make the part
and then send it to another
company for packaging and
testing before it is shipped.
Each company involved
in each step would submit
documentation about its
involvement with the part.
However, a key issue in
defense and aerospace is
obsolete parts, some of which
were designed 20 to 30 years
ago. Such parts would not be
included in blockchain.
“Blockchain is a promising
technology, but I think we
are years away from using
it to secure the supply-chain
goods,” said Romano.
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What Blockchain
means for buyers

Blockchain can be a useful
tool for electronics purchasers
who are concerned about
buying counterfeit parts
because it provides cradle-tograve visibility into lifespan of
a component. Here are some
key attributes of a reliable,
robust blockchain.
Digital ledger: When a
blockchain is created for a part
by a component manufacturer,
every transaction involving
the component is recorded
through its lifecycle on
an electronic ledger. The
transactions are unalterable.
This allows buyers to trace the
component back to its original
source virtually guaranteeing
the part is genuine and not
counterfeit. It also allows
buyers to see if production
materials such as tantalum
powder, tin, gold or tungsten
powder came from conflictfree zones which is mandated

by certain laws such as
Dodd-Frank.
Transparency and shared
information: Every participant
in a blockchain has access to
the information concerning
the part in the electronic
ledger including the
certificates of compliance,
ownership transfer, shipping
documentation or any
transaction involving the part.
Security: Blockchain uses
cryptographic mechanisms to
guarantee the digital identity
of the network participants
and secure the privacy of the
data stored without the need
for a centralised third party.
Smart Contracts: Smart
contracts, or embedded
business logic, can be added
to a blockchain. They enable
automation and secure
handling contracts.

by James Carbone

blockchain solutions for
collaborative planning and
forecasting in pre-production
which can enable suppliers to
replenish supplies before they
run low.
Shipping: Suppliers can
combine blockchain with IoT
sensors on shipping containers
to provide a record of shipping
conditions. This could be used
to ensure that temperature
and humidity tolerances for
materials are not exceeded
during transit from the
supplier.
Environmental regulation:
The identity and
materials in components
and subcomponents of
manufacturing equipment
could be collected
on a blockchain to
verify compliance with
environmental regulations.

Planning and forecasting:
Manufacturers may use
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Telephone

Stock Value for
Principal

Minimum Order
Value

% Lead Free for
Principal Range

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Total No. of Staff

Buffer Stock
Facility

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

97%

50

1,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,000

N/A

0€

58%

50

1,500+

Y

EPCOS/TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,000

N/A

0€

58%

50

1,500+

Y

Littelfuse

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

35,000

N/A

0€

67%

50

1,500+

Y

Bud

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,500

N/A

0€

80%

50

1,500+

Y

Hammond

Switch Electronics

01482 862255

switchelectronics.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

70%

2

6

Y

Hammond

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

12,500

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Metcase Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.metcase.co.uk

N

288

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

OKW Enclosures Ltd

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.okw.co.uk

N

1,955

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

Rolec Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.rolec-enclosures.co.uk

Y

935

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

Teko Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.teko.co.uk

Y

1,860

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

AEL Crystals Ltd

AEL Crystals Ltd

01293 789200

www.aelcrystals.co.uk

N

N/A

£200,000

£50

100%

3

15

Y

ABRACON

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,000

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

ECS

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Epson

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

59%

50

1,500+

Y

Geyer Quartz Technology

Geyer Electronic UK Ltd

01794 329341

www.geyer-electronic.com

N

N/A

N/A

£0

100%

6

50+

Y

Golledge Electronics Ltd

Golledge Electronics Ltd

01460 256 100

www.golledge.com

N

N/A

£800,000

£0

100%

3

24

Y

Jauch Quartz

Digi-Key Electronics

0800 587 0991

www.digikey.co.uk

Y

500

£250,000

0

100%

15

130

Y

Aavid

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

67%

50

1,500+

Y

Franchised
Distributor

Manufacturer

Website

No. of Lines for
Principal

Distributor

Buyers’ Guide

CABLE ASSEMBLY & HARNESSING

CIRCUIT PROTECTION

ENCLOSURES

FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT

HEATSINKS

Services Sourcing
CEM

DEVICE
PROGRAMMING
More than 50,000 connectors

Custom Battery Pack
Design & Assembly
3000+ Unique Designs

Contract Electronics Manufacturing
Repairs • Prototypes • Box-Build
Cable Assembly • Fast turn-rounds
Small and Large Runs • Design
Hand and Machine Soldering

Telephone 020 8241 6959
info@justelex.com
www.justelex.com

Full Technical Support
Independent UK Operation
Leading Cell Manufacturers

www.hirose.com/eu
eu.info.3d@hirose-gl.com

TAPE REELING

Electronic Service Sourcing 2020.indd
15/05/2020
1
13:35:09

PROCESS SYSTEMS

ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING SERVICES

In-house processes including:
Oversized PCB Capability
Automated SMT/Through-Hole Assembly
Hand Assembly/Box Build
Design For Manufacture
Environmental Testing
Wide Range of Coatings/Encapsulation
Full Test Services
IPC Certified Staff
www.wps.co.uk
01424 722222
enquire@wps.co.uk

ISO 9001
FM 14458

60 x 40 ad.indd 1

25/06/2014 15:42
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0191 496 9999
info@cellpacksolutions.co.uk
cellpacksolutions.co.uk

Want to
Advertise
here?
Contact Emma at
emma.poole@electronics-sourcing.com
Or call us on 01892 613400

Buffer Stock
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Total No. of Staff

No. of Technical
Support Staff

% Lead Free for
Principal Range

Minimum Order
Value

Stock Value for
Principal

Website

No. of Lines for
Principal

Manufacturer

Franchised
Distributor

Buyers’ Guide
Distributor

Telephone

Altera

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,600

N/A

0€

60%

50

1,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

9,500

N/A

0€

83%

50

1,500+

Y

Atmel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,700

N/A

0€

58%

50

1,500+

Y

Avago Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

84%

50

1,500+

Y

Broadcom

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

69%

50

1,500+

Y

Cirrus Logic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

80%

50

1,500+

Y

Cypress Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,400

N/A

0€

63%

50

1,500+

Y

Diodes Incorporated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,600

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Exar

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,100

N/A

0€

95%

50

1,500+

Y

Fairchild Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,500

N/A

0€

90%

50

1,500+

Y

Freescale Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,500

N/A

0€

42%

50

1,500+

Y

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

97%

50

1,500+

Y

IDT (Integrated Device Technology)

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,100

N/A

0€

97%

50

1,500+

Y

Infineon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

800

N/A

0€

66%

50

1,500+

Y

Intel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

78%

50

1,500+

Y

International Rectifier

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

600

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

Intersil

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

50%

50

1,500+

Y

ISSI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Lattice

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

69%

50

1,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

11,200

N/A

0€

67%

50

1,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

12,600

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

Microsemi

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

90%

50

1,500+

Y

Monolithic Power Systems (MPS)

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

600

N/A

0€

40%

50

1,500+

Y

NXP

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,900

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

ON Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,100

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

Power Integrations

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

600

N/A

0€

59%

50

1,500+

Y

Qorvo

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

90%

50

1,500+

Y

ROHM Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,400

N/A

0€

55%

50

1,500+

Y

Silicon Laboratories

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,500

N/A

0€

96%

50

1,500+

Y

Skyworks

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

Spansion Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

600

N/A

0€

93%

50

1,500+

Y

STMicroelectronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,500

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

36,900

N/A

0€

41%

50

1,500+

Y

Toshiba

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

ATP, Innodisk, APRO Kingston

Simms International Plc

1000+

N/A

N/A

N/A

3

N/A

Y

3M

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,100

N/A

0€

16%

50

1,500+

Y

Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

25,600

N/A

0€

53%

50

1,500+

Y

Anderson Power Products

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

800

N/A

0€

50%

50

1,500+

Y

Cinch Connectivity Solutions

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

82%

50

1,500+

Y

Delphi Connection Systems

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,300

N/A

0€

67%

50

1,500+

Y

FCI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,300

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Glenair

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

76%

50

1,500+

Y

HARTING

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,700

N/A

0€

31%

50

1,500+

Y

Harwin

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

79%

50

1,500+

Y

Hellermann Tyton

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Y

Hirose Electric

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

6,100

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Huber+Suhner

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

766

£116,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

ITW McMurdo

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

866

£219,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

JAE Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,200

N/A

0€

32%

50

1,500+

Y

Kycon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

LEMO

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,900

N/A

0€

65%

50

1,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

16,900

N/A

0€

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Neutrik

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,000

N/A

0€

86%

50

1,500+

Phoenix Contact

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

12,000

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Polamco

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

218

£146,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

Positronic

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Y

Souriau

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

1,929

£806,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

Switchcraft

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

69%

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

30,900

N/A

0€

40%

50

1,500+

Y

INDUSTRIAL GRADE MEMORY MODULES
01622 852 848

www.simms.co.uk

N

INTERCONNECTION

Y
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Cyclops Electronics

01904 415 415

www.cyclops-electronics.com

N/A

177,232

£5M

£100

75%

3

78

Y

+44.1480.408400

www.rocelec.com

Y

299

N/A

$250

N/A

10

400+

Y

01264 731009

www.sesemi.co.uk

Y

2800

N/A

£100

N/A

3

12

Y

Website

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Telephone

No. of Lines for
Principal

Manufacturer

Franchised
Distributor

Distributor

Buyers’ Guide

OBSOLESCENCE / HARD TO FIND
Rochester Electronics

Rochester Electronics
SeSemi Electronics LTD

OPTO ELECTRONICS
Avago Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

8,200

N/A

0€

89%

50

1,500+

Y

Cree, Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

22,500

N/A

0€

74%

50

1,500+

Y

Dialight

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

9,800

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Kingbright

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,100

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Lumileds

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,100

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Newhaven Display

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

65%

50

1,500+

Y

Osram Opto Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,800

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

VCC

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,000

N/A

0€

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,100

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

AVX

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

70,700

N/A

0€

58%

50

1,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

49,500

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Coilcraft

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

10,400

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Cornell Dubilier

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

33,000

N/A

0€

65%

50

1,500+

Y

EPCOS / TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

31,000

N/A

0€

74%

50

1,500+

Y

Fair-Rite

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,000

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Kemet

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

135,800

N/A

0€

93%

50

1,500+

Y

KOA Speer

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

107,900

N/A

0€

82%

50

1,500+

Y

Laird Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,800

N/A

0€

50%

50

1,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

67,300

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Nichicon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

21,600

N/A

0€

47%

50

1,500+

Y

Ohmite

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

17,300

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

67,900

N/A

0€

69%

50

1,500+

Y

Taiyo Yuden

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

6,400

N/A

0€

82%

50

1,500+

Y

TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

25,300

N/A

0€

85%

50

1,500+

Y

TT Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

32,800

N/A

0€

55%

50

1,500+

Y

United Chemi-Con (UCC)

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

13,900

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

119,800

N/A

0€

76%

50

1,500+

Y

Wurth Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,500

N/A

0€

63%

50

1,500+

Y

Yageo

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

45,300

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

FRIWO Gerätebau GmbH

Haredata Electronics

01423 796240

www.haredata.co.uk

Y

250 - 500

01276 605900

www.jauch.com

01844 204420

www.ecopacpower.co.uk

Y

PASSIVES

POWER & BATTERIES
Jauch Quartz
Mean Well

Ecopac (UK) Power Ltd

Bel Power Solutions

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

€1M

£250

100%

7

14

Y

£500,000

0

95

15

130

Y

6,000

£2M

£0

100%

8

30

Y

1,400

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y
Y

Cincon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,500

N/A

0€

60%

50

1,500+

Cosel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

11,800

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

CUI Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,900

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Mean Well

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,500

N/A

0€

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,200

N/A

0€

93%

50

1,500+

Y

RECOM

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

23,300

N/A

0€

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Schaffner

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

900

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

SL Power

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,100

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

TDK-Lambda

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,600

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

TRACO Power

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,400

N/A

0€

95%

50

1,500+

Y

All Sensors

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,300

N/A

0€

70%

50

1,500+

Y

ams

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

77%

50

1,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

78%

50

1,500+

Y

Bosch

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Freescale Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,000

N/A

0€

66%

50

1,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

15,500

N/A

0€

80%

50

1,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Melexis

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Omron

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Sensirion

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y
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Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

70%

50

1,500+

Y

Apem

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

96%

50

1,500+

Y

C&K Components

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,500

N/A

0€

84%

50

1,500+

Y

Carling Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

CHERRY

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

200

N/A

0€

77%

50

1,500+

Y

E-Switch

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

EAO Ltd

EAO Ltd

01444 236000

www.eao.co.uk

N

5,000

£500,000

£150

100%

6

22

Y

Grayhill

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

84%

50

1,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

NKK Switches

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,100

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Omron

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

900

N/A

0€

68%

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Marathon Special Products

Global Supply Services

Y

8,000

£800,000

£100

100%

3

11

Y

ADDA

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

800

N/A

0€

59%

50

1,500+

Y

Delta Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

28%

50

1,500+

Y

ebm-papst

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Sanyo Denki

EAO Ltd

01444 236000

www.eao.co.uk

Y

4,300

£150,000

£150

99%

6

22

Y

Sanyo Denki

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,900

N/A

0€

50

1,500+

Y

Manufacturer

Distributor

Telephone

Website

Franchised
Distributor

ALPS

Buyers’ Guide

SWITCHES & KEYBOARDS

TERMINAL BLOCKS
01904 436 488

www.global-supply-services.com

THERMAL MANAGEMENT

Sunon

G.English Electronics Ltd

0208 855 0991

www.gelec.co.uk

Y

3,500

£1,000,000+

£0

100%

10

28

Y

Sunon

Thermaco Ltd

01684 566163

www.thermaco.co.uk

Y

3,500

£230,000

£100

100%

6

12

Y

Best Windings

Best Windings

0044 (0)1394 448424

300

N/A

£100

N/A

2

24

Y

Anaren

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

86%

50

1,500+

Y

B&B Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

Bluegiga Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

93%

50

1,500+

Y

Digi International

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

200

N/A

0€

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Laird Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

76%

50

1,500+

Y

Linx Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

85%

50

1,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

Redpine Signals

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

RF Digital

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Wi2Wi

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

36%

50

1,500+

Y

TRANSFORMERS & INDUCTORS
www.bestwindings.co.uk

N

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
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CML Innovative Technologies (uk) Ltd 01284 714700

£12M

UK/EU/China

65

Corintech Ltd

+44 (0)1425 655655 www.corintech.com

Custom Interconnect Ltd

01264 321321

AS9100 Rev D, ISO9001:2015, ISO 140001:2015, UL , CCC, IPC-610-G Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ISO9001, TS16949, UL ISO9001 2015, IATF 16949 2016

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Cables and
Harnessing

www.cml-it.com

Approvals

7

Full Turnkey

100

01245 325252

Design Capability

Essex/SE

Challenger Solutions Ltd

Prototyping

£10m

Website

Lead Free
Manufacturer

www.challengersolutions.com

Telephone

BGA Capacity

Location

Manufacturer

Number of Surface
Mount Lines

Turnover

Employees

Contract Manufacturers Buyers’ Guide

£11m

UK & Far East

72

3

AS9100, ISO9001, IPC-A-610 Class 3, J-STD-001

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

www.cil-uk.co.uk

£18.6m

Andover (Hampshire)

130

6

AS9100 ISO13485 ISO9001 IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Electrica Limited

0161 343 7575

www.electrica.co.uk

£2.4m

Cheshire

26

3

BSI ISO 9001:2015, IPC-A-610 to Class 3, IPC-J-STD-001, Cert IPC Trainer, UL

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Electronic Technicians Ltd

01202 897722

www.etluk.co.uk

£3.7m

SE

50

2

AS9100, ISO9001, ISO14001, IPC610/620 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Esprit Electronics Ltd

02380 455411

www.espritelectronics.com

£11m

Hampshire

80

4

ISO9001:2008, IPC610 to Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

FermionX Ltd

+44(0)1903 524600 www.fermionx.com

£5m

Worthing, W. Sussex

40

4

ISO9001:2015, ISO14001:2015, IPC 610 A Class 2 & 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

G&B Electronic Designs Ltd

01420 474188

www.gandbelectronics.co.uk

£4.6m

Hampshire

60

2

ISO9001, ISO13485, IPC-A-610, IPC J-STD-001, IPC 7711/7721

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Hallmark Electronics Ltd

01782 562255

www.hallmarkelectronics.com

£2m

M

26

2

ISO9000/UL, IPC610/D

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Icon Electronics Limited

01423 449080

www.iconelectronics.co.uk

£6.5m

Hampshire & Yorkshire

70

5

AS9100, ISO9001, BS EN ISO/IEC 80079-34:2018 ATEX, IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Incap Electronics UK Limited

01782 753200

www.incapcorp.com

20

ISO9100, ISO14001, ISO13485, AS9100D, ISO45001 & IATF16949

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Industrial Electonic Wiring Ltd. +44(0)1793 694033

www.iew.co.uk

Jaltek

jaltek.com

01582578170

€113m+ UK, Slovakia, Estonia & India 1,300
£5.5m

Swindon, UK

60

N/A

ISO9001:2015, IPC610, IPC620

N

Y

Y

£10m

UK

90

3

AS9100, ISO9001, ISO13485, IPC-A-610 Class 3, Certified IPC Trainer (IPC-A-610, J-STD-001 & J-STD-001 Space Addendum)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

£5 Million

SCOTLAND

65

2

ISO9001:2015, J-STD-001, IPC-610/620 CLASS 3, IPC-7711, BS EN ISO13485:2016

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

AS9100, ISO9001:2008, IPC610/620 to Class 3, ISO14001-2004, SC21

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

18

IPC610 to Class 3, ISO9001:2015, 13485, 14001, 18001

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

M-TEK (Assembly) Ltd

01189 455377

www.mtek.co.uk

£2.4m

SE

30

4

ISO9001-2008/IPC-A-610 Class 3/WHMA-620/ISO14001-2004/ IPC-7711/7721

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Pektron

01332 832424

www.pektron.com

£50m

E-Midlands

350

8

ISO9001, ISO14001, TS16949, BEAB, VCA, TUV, UL

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Protronix EMS

01582 418490

www.protronix.co.uk

£2.5m

Luton

10

2

ISO9001:2015, IPC-A610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Season Electronics Limited

02392 452222

www.seasongroup.com

£5m/£100m

Havant, UK/USA/Mexico/China/Malaysia

65/1800

2/18

(AS9100 & ISO9001 in UK) (TS16949 & ISO13485 at sister sites)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Simtek EMS Ltd

01843 233120

www.simtekems.co.uk

£8.2m

SE

77

3

ISO9001:2008, ISO13485, IPC-A-610 Class 3 & IPC-7711

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

TEXCEL TECHNOLOGY PLC

+44(0)1322621700

www.texceltechnology.com

£15.5m

SE

131

7

ISO9001, ISO14001, IPC610 Class 3,

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Tioga Limited

01332 360884

www.tioga.co.uk

£16m

Derby

130

6

ISO 9001, ISO 13485, ISO14001, IPC 610, 620, 7711/7721

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Wilson Process Systems

01424 722222

www.wps.co.uk

£12m

SE

100

5

ISO9001:2015, IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Location

Prototyping

6

1,050

Modifications

120

UK/EU/China

Obsolescence Solutions

SE

£115m

Flexi / Flexi-Rigid

£15.9m

www.speedboard.co.uk

Metal PCBs

www.nemco.co.uk

01753 746700

Multi-layer
4-10/10-20-20-30

01438 346600

Speedboard part of NOTE

Double-sided

Nemco Limited

Volume Small, Medium, Large

www.key-tech.co.uk

Service Provided
(i.e Broker, Manufacture
&/or Repair)

KEY-TECH ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 01592 597711

01462 894312

www.ablcircuits.co.uk

M

SE

ISO9000: 2015

SML

Y

4-10

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Cambridge Circuit Company Ltd

01223 423100

www.cambridge-circuit.co.uk

M

SE

ISO9001:2015, UL, ISO 14001:2015

SML

Y

4-16

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

DK-Daleba Printed Circuits

01992 510000

www.dk-daleba.co.uk

B/M/R

UK, Europe, Asia, USA

UL, ISO9001:2008, TS16949:2009

SML

Y

4-30

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Fineline VAR Ltd

+44 (0)1249 815 815

www.fineline-global.com

B

UK / Global

ISO9001:2015 / UL/ TS16949 / Nadcap/ AS9100/ISO14001

SML

Y

4-60

Y

Y

y

y

y

GSPK Circuits Ltd

+44(0)1423 321100

www.gspkcircuits.ltd.uk

M/R

UK, Europe, Asia

IS 9001:2015, IATF 16949:2016, EN (AS) 9100

SML

Y

4-34

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

PCB Buyers’ Guide
Manufacturer

Telephone

ABL Circuits Ltd

Website

Approvals

0116 2891122

www.lefcircuits.co.uk

M/R

M

ISO 9001:2015, IPC-A-610

SML

Y

4-30

Y

F/R

Y

Y

Y

Stevenage Circuits Ltd

01438 761811

www.stevenagecircuits.co.uk

M/B

UK/China

ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001, EN9100:2009, UL, JOSCAR

SML

Y

4-44+

Y

F, F/R

Y

Y

Y

Tate Circuit Industries Ltd

01889 583627

www.tatecircuits.com

B

UK/China

ISO 9001:2015, UL

SML

Y

4-20

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

LEF Circuits

Advert Index
Advert

Page

Advert

Page

Alan Butcher Components

13

Fineline

18

Anglia

BC

Industrial Electronic Wiring (IEW) Ltd

15

Best Windings

33

Interpower

7

Circuit Solutions

29

Mouser

9

CML

24

PEI-Genesis

Digi-Key Electronics
eBOM.com

FC, IFC & 20
IBC

Powersolve

16
5

Rebound Electronics

13

ECCO

17

Review Display Systems

19

ECIA (Trusted Parts)

20

Tate Circuits

19

Euroquartz

26

Telegartner

35

FC Lane

14

Wilson Process Systems

25
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The GAME CHANGING site for
the electronics industry

Simply Easy
all round

DataVoice

Field-assembly data
networking components
AMJ-S Module Cat.6A
RJ45 plug MFP8 Cat.6A
Connection Module VM8-8 Cat.7A

 Assembly routine often encounters the unexpected. A damaged
cable segment requires quick repair without necessarily laying
a new cable segment. The existing network has to be extended
or an additional device has to be integrated but you do not
have an assembled cable at hand.
 The perfect solution for such situations is now available: fieldassembly data networking components from Telegärtner.
 Telegärtner data networking components for field-assembly
feature excellent easy assembly and unique homogeneity.
This makes them ideal in situations in which speed and
reliability are essential.
 The build of field-assembly data networking components from
Telegärtner allow for professional assembly directly on site in
as little as 60 seconds.
 You need no special tools to assemble Telegärtner fieldassembly data networking components. AMJ-S Module Cat.6A
and MFP8 Cat.6A are suitable for all common cable types.
 With the AMJ-S Module, MFP8 plug and the VM8-8 Connection
Module, you not only get three top class products but also a
perfectly adapted system solution for your daily cabling tasks.

www.telegaertner.co.uk/contact
Telegärtner UK

Unit 1 - A1(M) Business Centre
151 Dixons Hill Road
Welham Green, Herts. AL9 7JE

Tel:
+44 1707 636600
Fax:
+44 1707 636638
E-Mail: sales@telegaertner.co.uk
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TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE
INNOVATION, QUALITY AND VALUE,
FROM A WORLD LEADING SUPPLIER.
Circuit Protection – Connectors
Semiconductors – Encoders – Magnetics
Position Sensors – Potentiometers
Trimpot® Trimmers – Resistors
Environmental Sensors – Switches

Discover our extensive portfolio

FREE SAMPLES
AVAILABLE

www.anglia-live.com

View products with
your Smartphone

